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Why is innovation so hard? 
 

First, a definition. I believe that innovation is the process and result of developing solutions that 
offer unique value toward a verified need.  
 
Some of the most common innovation pitfalls include engineers designing solutions that don't 
address real needs, and business people mistaking technology hype for real strategy and technical 
capabilities. Continuous, gradual improvement is also not innovation, because this is so 
commonplace that the uniqueness requirement is unfulfilled. Order of magnitude improvements are 
difficult to match and hence can be innovative — if, again, they address a real need and are not 
the result of design without direction. 
 
In short, the word "innovation" is used more than produced. And since to innovate only once is a 
matter of luck, but to innovate again and again requires some structure, an innovation 
philosophy is needed. My engineering philosophy fulfills this need by accounting for the innovator 
(personal constitution), the act of designing a solution (design philosophy), and the inevitable 
human relationships (leadership philosophy). 
 
Innovation straddles a fine line between the allure of progress versus the risk of failure, designing 
from scratch versus using what already exists, trusting in oneself versus trusting in one's ideas, 
having a strong vision and being vulnerable enough to listen. When done correctly, innovation is 
the art and science of bringing together the right process, people, and team culture to continually 
create new value without repeating the past. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Gartner's famous 'Hype Cycle', showing the typical qualitative trends in excitement and expectation for new 
technologies (Gartner, 2017).  New ideas, organizations, start-ups, etc. often grind to a halt after descending the initial 
peak. It is up to the team in question to practise a strong design and leadership philosophy (a healthy amount of grit 

helps too) to persevere through to the plateau of productivity. 
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